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This Manual describes the Gamma Technology Research Irradiator
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Gamma Technology Research Irradiator (GATRI) is a separate building

(Bldg. 23D) located near the southern end of Building 23 of the Research

Establishment. It has been designed for research and development projects

requiring the use of up to 100,000 Ci of cobalt-60 as a sealed gamma

radiation source. GATRI was built at the Research Establishment under an

agreement, dated 26 September 1969, between the Australian Atomic Energy

Commission (A.A.E.C.) and Imperial Chemical Industries of Australia and New

Zealand Pty. Ltd. (I.C.I.A.N.Z.) to investigate radiochemical processing on

a pilot scale.

The agreement specifies that after construction of GATRI, I.C.I.A.N.Z.

will bear the cost of hiring the source transport flask whenever required.

It grants I.C.I.A.N.Z. "full right loan liberty, authority and licence" to

the use of GATRI for a period of 7 years from 31st March 1970. I.C.I.A.N.Z.

has the right of occupancy for 60 per cent of the available operating time

and the A.A.E.C. the right of occupancy for the remaining 40 per cent of this

time in any 12 month period.

The A.A.E.C. is required to supply, install and maintain, at its own

expense, the following for the operation of GATRI:
(1) cobalt-60 up to 100,000 Ci, as required,
(2) all necessary safety equipment, and
(3) all other services necessary for the operation of GATRI,

including high pressure hot water, mains water,

refrigeration, compressed air, 240 and 415 volt
electrical mains supply and access roads.

The A.A.E.G. is the sole authority for the maintenance of safety at

GATRI and the Research Establishment and has the absolute right at all

times to instruct and direct I.C.I.A.N.Z. personnel and all other persons,

acting on behalf of I.C.I.A.N.Z., in matters of safety when they are at the

Research Establishment. This authority covers matters relating to health

physics, radiation, fire and industrial safety and accident procedures.

I.C.I.A.N.Z. personnel are subject to, and are required to comply with, all

directions of the Area Supervisor, the Area Health Physicist and Health

Physics Surveyor.

I.C.I.A.N.Z. has the right to appoint its own personnel for I.C.I.A.N.Z.

projects but the A.A.E.C. also has the right to appoint officers to

participate in such projects.
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A.A.E.G. officers who are required to have access to GATRI during

occupancy by I.C.I.A.N.Z. must sign an I.C.I.A.N.Z. secrecy undertaking.

I.C.l.A.N.Z. personnel employed at the Research Establishment are required

to sign an A.A.E.G. secrecy undertaking.

GATRI was commissioned on 30th September, 1969.

2. SAFETY PHILOSOPHY

The primary objective of the safety philosophy for GATRI is to prevent

over-exposure of anyone to irradiation from the cobalt-60 source used in

GATRI. The basic considerations are therefore:

(1) to prevent entry into the irradiation cell when the

source is raised or exposed, i.e. when activity in the

cell is at a dangerous level, and

(2) to prevent elevation or exposure of the cobalt-60

source so that dangerous levels of radiation can not

exist when entry into the cell is possible.

To achieve this requirement a system of electrical and mechanical

interlocks is used (Sections 3.11 and 3.12) and in most instances two or

more safety requirements must be met simultaneously to raise the source or

gain entry into the cell. Thus failure of any one interlock function will

not jeopardise safety at the facility. All interlocks, where possible,

are 'fail safe1.

3. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

3.1 Radiation Cell and Laboratory

The facility is a rectangular radiation cell, consisting of four

5-foot thick concrete shield walls and a roof, of external dimensions,

25 ft. long by 22 ft. wide by 15 ft. high. A doorway 4 ft. 4 in. wide

by 7 ft. 9 in. high in the North shield wall provides access to the cell.

This is closed by a 5 ft. thick reinforced concrete shield door weighing

about 11 ton, mounted on four heavy steel traction wheels which run along

a-pair of guide rails set in the concrete floor of the operations area.

A 6 ft. square section of the roof immediately above the source storage

tank is removable, forming a 5 ft. thick square concrete plug weighing

about 17 ton. With this plug removed, the source transport flask can be

lowered through the roof into the' source storage tanke

Two-inch diameter holes through the East and South shield walls

provide ducts for services and instrumentation cables. There are 16 holes
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in the East wall and 8 in the South. To maintain the shield, these holes,

when not in use or completely occupied, are tightly packed with 5 ftc long

galvanised steel rod.

Brick walls, skirting the North and East shield walls by 9 ft. and a

roof provide a laboratory and operations room of nearly 5 squares.

3.2 Source Storage Tank

When not in use, radiation sources are stored at the bottom of the

source storage tank, a 16 ft. 3 in. long by 6 ft. diameter stainless steel

cylinder full of demineralised water. It is recessed into the ground so

that the lip of the tank is about 4.5 in. above cell floor level.

3.3 Services

Services to GATRI include, compressed air, mains water, high pressure

hot water, temperature controlled water/glycol mixture, and single-phase 240

volt and three-phase 415 volt electrical mains power.

3.4 Source Hoist Assembly

The radiation source is mounted on a hoist carriage for elevation and

lowering. The source hoist assembly comprises:

(1) Hoist carriage.

(2) Guide tubes.

(3) Drive chains, sprockets and pulleys.

(4) Top support beams and brackets.

(5) Bottom mounting beam and brackets.

The source hoist carriage is a 5 ft. 4.25 in. long by 6.5 in. wide by

2.75 in. deep pressed stainless steel channel section which extends across

a diameter of the tank. Radiation sources are placed in source holders

fixed to the carriage in any desired geometry. The carriage is moved verti-

cally by means of two continuous stainless steel roller drive chains anchored

at either end of the carriage. They are approximately 50 ft. long and their

ends are joined by split links secured by split pins. The carriage runs

between two vertical 2.5 in. diameter polished stainless steel guide tubes,

approximately 25 ft. long, which extend from near the floor of the tank to

the ceiling. The carriage is mounted on 8 in. long sleeves at each end.

These fit over the guide tubes upon which they bear via two sets of three

roughly equi-angularly spaced rollers each, one set at the upper end and

the other at the lower end of each sleeve. In the fully down position the

carriage assembly rests en stops. The bottom ends of the guide tubes are
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mounted at either end of an approximately 6 ft. long stainless steel angle

section 1-9/16 in. square. Fixed to the centre of this cross bar at right

angles is a steady bar of the same dimensions. Suitably spaced chain pulleys

over which the roller chains move, are mounted on the cross bar. The guide

tubes are anchored to the cell floor by means of brackets to which they

are bolted and which are in turn bolted to the floor. The top of the tubes a

suspended from the ceiling by bolts which support them in mounting brackets

bolted to a 10 ft. 8 in. long, 10.5 in. by 3.5 la. channel section. The

channel section is bolted to the ceiling and supports a shaft and a pair of

suitably spaced sprockets, which drive the chains. The personnel alarm stop

ratchet (see 4.2.1) is also fitted to this shaft. The ratchet pawl is fitted

to a bracket which is bolted to the channel section. It is pivoted at one

end and the free end is held up against a magnet. In this position it

operates a micro-switch which maintains open relay contacts in the alarm

circuits.

The sprocket shaft is driven, either by handwheel or motor, from the

hoist control box outside the cell. This is achieved by means of a series of

shafts at right angles to one another, one of which passes through the shield

wall, coupled via two pairs of bevel gears and a final worm gear drive. A

solenoid controlled pawl ratchet governs operation of the hoist mechanism

which in turn is controlled by an interlock circuit.

The source hoist carriage guide tubes consist of three (3) sections each,

a top 9 ft. 7-3/8 in. long, a middle and a bottom both 7 ft. 5 in. long.

These sections have threaded ends and screw into one another. They are

provided with toggle-bar holes near the ends to facilitate connection and

disconnection. The ends are match-marked with numbers 1/16 in. high as

follows:-

Bottom Middle Top

East Guide 5 6-6 7-7 8

West Guide 1 2-2 3-3 4

•The threaded ends are right-hand Whitworth and should not be tightened more

than is required to bring the match marks into line.

N.B. Thread 5 has seized in the bottom holding bracket and the guide

cannot be removed.

3.5 Shield Water

3.5.1 Pump

The shield water is circulated by an AJAX Type CA3/4 centrifugal pump
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driven by a 1 HP, 3-phase, 415 volt electric motor. The pump inlet draws

water from the bottom of the storage tank. It may then remove debris and

contaminants which settle there. The pump has to be primed immediately

before switching on. Mains water is taken via an isolating valve and a

ball-valve to a rectangular 25 gallon header tank situated immediately

above the pump. An outlet from the bottom of this tank connects to the

pump suction line via an isolating valve (marked valve 1). The pump is

primed by opening this valve, switching on the pump motor and then after

a few seconds slowly closing the valve over a period of about half a

minute.

3.5.2 Level

The water level in the storage tank is monitored by a pressure switch

connected by a 0.25 in. o.d. copper pipe to an air bell suspended in the

water at the tank wall with open end approximately 21 in. below the lip of

the tank. If the water level drops below about 18 in. from the lip, the

pressure switch opens contacts in a relay circuit which in turn initiates

the alarm- and opens the pump motor contactor and the shield door-bolt

solenoid circuits, thus preventing operation of the pump and withdrawal of

the door~bolt and opening of the shield door. If a fall in the water level

were due to a break or severe leak in the circuit, the shield water could

not be pumped out below 18 in. from the top of the tank. .

3.5.3 Activity

The water activity is monitored by a G.M. tube fixed at about shoulder

height adjacent to the ion-exchange column tank. If the activity at the

G.M. tube exceeds 10 mB/hr, it operates a relay, which opens the pump-motor

contactor circuit and initiates the alarm, thus stopping the pump and

preventing the accumulation and concentration of radioactive matter in the

ion-exchange resin in unshielded conditions.

3.5.4 Treatment

The 3,000 gallons of tank water are treated in a Permutit Mixed Bed

'Deminrolit1 Type MB 12, standard commercial water treatment plant to

maintain the water free from inorganic impurities. The water circulates

through this unit and a Cuno pre-treatment filter unit continuously at

about 200 gallons per hour.

During normal operation valves marked F and M on the plant are open,

the valve (marked 2) in the pump suction line from the storage tank is open

and the valve (marked 1), which connects the header tank outlet to the pump

suction line, is closed.
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A copy of the operation manual and a log book for the treatment plant

are retained in the GATRI control room filing cabinet.

3.5.5 Make-up

Shield water has to be made-up at intervals to replace losses due to

evaporation, leaks or other causes. To make-up water the mains isolating

valve is opened, valve 1 in the header tank outlet line is opened and valve

2 in the storage tank outlet line is closed, and water is pumped from the

header tank through the treatment plant before entering the storage tank.

Valves on the treatment plant are in normal operation positions during

make-up.

When the pump motor contactor circuit is broken by the low water level

pressure switch, this switch must be bridged by another switch (marked

'water level switch by-pass1) in the interlock control circuit box (see

3.12) to operate the pump to make-up water and thus inactivate the alarm.

3.5.6 Analysis

Analytical Services Section of Chemical Technology Division take water

specimens each week and measure the pH and conductivity of these. The unit

must be re-generated when the pH is outside the range 6.0 to 6.5 or the
3conductivity exceeds 1 jjmho/cm .

3.6 Temperature Control

To avoid discharge of large volumes of cooling water into the site

drainage and possible overload of the site effluent system GATRI has been

connected to a closed circuit temperature control system which uses a

mixture of 457o monopropylene glycol and 557« water as a secondary heat

transfer fluid. The system consists of a heater unit and a refrigeration

unit connected in parallel to a secondary circuit. The designed temperature

control range is -20°C to -1-50°C.

3.6.1 Heater

The heater unit consists of a 2 kW immersion heater at the bottom of a

'rectangular insulated copper tank with lid, 2 x 2.5 x 2.5 ft. connected

directly into the secondary circuit.

3.6.2 Refrigerator

The refrigeration unit is a Coldstream type RY-195, with a capacity of

25,000 B.T.U. per hour (or 2 ton) at 350 rpm, driven by a 5 H.P. 3-phase

415 volt electric motor. It has a minimum evaporating temperature of 14°P,
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a maximum condensing temperature of 100 F and a 4 sq. ft. condenser face area.

The primary refrigerant of this unit (Freon 12) draws heat from the secondary

circuit via a heat exchanger.

3.6.3 Mobile Unit

Alternative refrigeration is provided by a Blackmore and Singleman 'Mould

Master1 mobile refrigeration unit of similar capacity over a similar

temperature range. Overall dimensions are: 5 ft. long by 28.5 ins. wide by

52 ins. high (plus 8 in. return entry). It uses a 30 per cent glycol/water

coolant (Thermocal D.F. produced by I.C.I.) in the secondary circuit. The

condensing unit consists of a Bitzer condenser powered by a 5 H.P. 3-phase

Brooks electric motor and matching evaporator.

The aqueous glycol solution in the secondary circuit .is circulated by

an Ajax centrifugal pump of 30 g.p.m. at 80 ft. head, driven by a Crompton

Parkinson 2 H.P. 3-phase electric motor, connected by stainless steel drive

shaft and having a bronze impellor.

3.6.4 Control

Motorised valves at the outlets from the heater and refrigeration units

control the ratio of hot and cold water entering the main secondary circuit.

These valves, together with the heater and refrigeration units, are controlled

by a unit at the bottom of the Building 23 cobalt-60 pit. The control unit is

connected to a thermocouple in the GATRI radiation cell which provides the

reference temperature.

3.6.5 Location

The temperature control units are housed in a brick enclosure with roof

and double doors located on the Western side of Building 23C, opposite the

cobalt-60 cell. The main secondary circuit pipes from these units enter

GATRI through the South wall of the laboratory and enter the cell through

the adjacent service ducts. Connections to the circuit can be made via

self-sealing couplings in the radiation cell.

The units were originally designed for temperature control of a radiation

drawer integrated with the Building 23C cobalt-60 cell. The pipes to GATRI

are connected in parallel with pipes servicing this facility.

A detailed description of these units and operating instructions and

procedures are contained in a manual kept in the GATRI filing cabinet.

3.7 Compressor

Compressed air is provided by an Atlas Copco compressor Type KE 4B of

100 psi maximum pressure mounted in a brick hut outside the South shield wall
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of GATRI. It is driven by a 3-phase 415 volt, 5 H.P. electric motor and ha;

a 5.5 cubic foot pressure vessel of 150 psi working pressure.

3.S Intercom

Closed circuit transistorised intercom, (National), facilitates

communication between staff in the radiation cell and the laboratory. It

consists of two small interconnected battery powered wall units. Installa-

tion and operation of the units is described in a small manual held in the

GATRI filing cabinet.

3.9 Television

Closed circuit television is provided to allow operations or processes

under irradiation to be observed, and to facilitate remote positioning of

material or apparatus relative to the radiation source. It is also convenient

when adjusting the hoist top stop microswitch which limits elevation of the

source. A National Model WV-230N TV camera is interconnected to a 19 in.

E.I.L. Model NK2 19 video TV monitor, for which the descriptive., and operation

manuals are held in the GATRI filing cabinet. The receiver is located in the

operations room and the camera is mounted in the N.E. corner of the cell on an

adjustable bracket fixed to the cell wall which allows adjustment of the

field of view. The camera is completely surrounded by four-inch thick lead

bricks for protection against radiation, with a suitably located opening in

the bricks to expose the lens. This is covered by a pneumatically operated

four-inch thick lead shutter when not in use. The controls for the lead

shutter are on the shield wall in the operations room. The air supply is
v

obtained from the compressor, so that this has to be operating before the

shutter can be operated. Three 6 volt, 3 watt lamps fixed in front of the

camera lens give auxiliary lighting so that the camera cannot be subjected

to rapid changes of light intensity. Their power supply, via a transformer,

is parallel to that of the camera so that when the camera is on the lights

are always ignited.

3.10 Ventilation

The cell is ventilated by a motor driven fan which extracts the cell

atmosphere 20 times per hour to maintain ozone and vapour concentrations

below the maximum permissible levels.

Six-inch curved air ducts are in all but the South-East corners of the

cell, with inlets one to two feet from the floor. The extract unit is a

Richardson G.W. type 12GV4P 10° axial blower fan mounted in a 5 ft. high

12 in. diameter chimney on the cell roof. The fan is driven by a
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3-phase 415 volt, 0.5 H.P. electric motor. The fan and motor are integrally

mounted in a flanged section of the chimney which is removed by unscrewing

about 20 nuts and bolts. The chimney is covered by 0.25 in. stainless

steel mesh and weather shield. It extends in a curve down through the

South shield wall and enters the cell in the South-East corner at the

ceiling.

Operation of the cell extract fan maintains closed switch contacts

in the shield door-bolt and in the source hoist solenoid circuits, therefore

it is not possible to withdraw the shield door-bolt and open the door nor

raise the source hoist platform unless the fan is operating. Activation of

the fire alarm opens contacts in the fan motor contactor circuit which stops

the fan and prevents the shield door being opened and the source platform

elevated.

When the fan motor has been tripped or mains power has failed, the

isolating switch No. 26 on the mains switch board and the fan contactor

circuit have to be reset by operating the switch and pressing the reset

button on the fan switch box.

3.11 Door Bolt Control

The door bolt controls are housed in a steel box on the shield wall by

the cell doorway and comprise a solenoid controlled pawl, door-bolt, key

operated lock and microswitch with changeover contacts. When the solenoid

circuit is open, the pawl is in the down position and engages a shoulder

on the bolt. This is the locked condition. Anti-clockwise rotation of the

lock (marked key-1) engages a stop over the pawl which prevents the pawl

being raised, thus preventing withdrawal of the bolt and unlocking of the

shield door. The lock also operates the microswitch, opening contacts in

the 'Bolt Open* pilot light circuit (see 4.4) and closing contacts in the

hoist solenoid circuit (see 3.12). Clockwise rotation of the lock

disengages the pawl and changes over the microswitch contacts. When the

solenoid is energised the pawl is raised and the bolt can be withdrawn,

releasing- the shield door.

On the shield door a 12-pin Jones plug is securely anchored on a

loosely jointed arm. When the door is pushed fully in, in,the closed position,

this plug can be pushed into its mating socket on the cell wall, making

part of the source hoist solenoid circuit. The door bolt can be pushed

out (to lock the door closed) at any time (providing it is not fouled by

the door), however, it can be withdrawn only when the source hoist carriage

is fully down, the bolt-lock key inserted in the bolt-lock on the door
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control box and turned fully clockwise, the cell extract fan operating, the

water level, radiation and fire alarms inoperative (see 4.1 and 4.2), and

the bolt solenoid push button contactor pressed to energise the solenoid and

release the bolt. The bolt-lock key is captive in its lock and cannot be

rotated when the bolt is in.

The door bolt control box is fitted with a cover which is secured by a

key operated lock. The key is kept on the GATRI Interlock Access Key Ring

(see 5.2).

3.12 Source Hoist Control

The source hoist controls are housed in a steel box on the shield wall

near the cell doorway and consist of a solenoid controlled pawl and ratchet

(on the input drive shaft) and a key operated lock. Torque is transmitted

to a vertical drive shaft via a pair of bevel gears. The section of the

drive shaft, passing through the control box is threaded and on this a stop-

nut travels between two guides. The travel of the stop-nut is limited by an

upper and a lower stop fixed between the guides, which in turn limits the

vertical travel of the source hoist-carriage. Microswitches with

changeover contacts at the top and bottom stop engage the stop-nut. The

top microswitch, the position of which is adjustable, makes the circuit of

the 'Source Up* pilot light (see 4.4) and opens the 'Source Not Down' pilot

light and the hoist control circuit. The microswitch at the bottom makes

the circuits of the 'Source Down* pilot light (see 4.4) and bolt solenoid

and breaks the 'Source Not Down1 pilot light (see 4.4) circuit.

Elevation of the source hoist carriage is controlled by a solenoid

operated ratchet, the circuit of which must be made before the carriage can

be raised, however, it can be lowered at any time. The solenoid circuit is

made if the water level, water contamination, fire and personnel alarms

(see 4.1), are inactive, the cell air extract fan is operating, the door

plug is mated with its socket on the wall, the bolt locked and the bolt-

lock key inserted into its alternative lock on the instrument panel, and

turned fully anti-clockwise through 90° and the GA.TRI access door key placed

in its alternative lock (marked key 2) on the hoist control box and turned

through 90 , either clockwise or anti-clockwise. The fully raised position

of the hoist carriage, which is indicated by ignition of the pilot light

marked 'Source Up', can be adjusted by means of the variable position

microswitch.
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The source hoist control box is fitted with a cover which is secured

by a key operated lock. The key is kept on the GATRI Interlock Access Key

Ring, (see 5.2).

3.13 Interlock Control Circuits

The interlock circuits are housed in a steel box on the shield wall

adjacent to the cell doorway and include all the circuits which control

operation of the hoist carriage and shield door, including relays,

transistorised printed circuit cards, stand-by 6 volt rechargeable nickel

cadmium cells and trickle charger. On the front cover of the control box,

hereinafter referred to as the 'control panel1, the following are mounted:

D.C. fuse

Water activity meter

Radiation monitor meter

Mains fuse

Mains On/Off switch

Sonalert cancel switch

Personnel alarm reset button

Alarm bell cancel button

Radiation time elapse monitor

Red alarm light

Sonalert audible warning device

Key 1 lock

The following pilot lights:

Mains on

Personnel alarm

Radiation monitor

Key 1

Source down

Source not down

Source up

Bolt open

Door open

Key 2

Water level

Water contamination

Mains failure

Water level switch by-pass
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The alarm bell is mounted on the top of the control box.

The interlock control circuit box is fitted with a hinged cover which

is secured by a key operated lock. The key is kept on the GATRI Interlock

Access Key Ring (see 5.2).

3.14 Summary of Interlock Conditions

Drawing No. SK.3765 gives the necessary interlock conditions to effect

the following operations:

(i) Withdraw shield door bolt

(ii) Elevate source hoist carriage

(iii) Operate water pump

These conditions are summarised below.

3.14.1 Withdraw shield door bolt

(1) When the source hoist carriage is in its fully down position, contacts

of the hoist carriage Up microswitch (SU) and the hoist carriage Down

microswitch (SD) in the shield door bolt solenoid circuit are closed.

(2) When radiation levels inside the cell near the doorway are below

100 mR/hr, relay R.M./5 is energised by the plastic phosphor/P.M.

tube radiation monitor (see 4.2.2) and holds closed contacts 3T

and 3M in the door bolt solenoid circuit. .. Fail safe protection

is provided via a small radiation source and a separate trip circuit

operates if the dose rate falls below a 20 mR/hr pre-set minimum.

(3) Correct water level in the storage tank maintains closed relay W.L/5

contacts 3T and 3M in the door bolt solenoid circuit.

(4) Operation of the cell air extract fan maintains closed switch

contacts in the door bolt solenoid circuit (see 3.11).

(5) When the key operated lock in the door control box is fully clockwise

the door bolt pawl is released.

(6) When the door bolt solenoid push button contactor is pressed contacts

in the bolt solenoid circuit are closed.

3.14.2 Elevate hoist carriage

(1) When the personnel alarm (see 4.2.1) is in its normal, i.e. untripped

condition, it maintains closed microswitch contacts in relay P.A./5

circuit and holds closed contacts IT and 1M in the source hoist

solenoid circuit.
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(2) Correct water level in the tank maintains closed relay W.L./5 contacts

IT and 1M in the hoist solenoid circuit.

(3) Uncontaminated water maintains closed relay W.C./5 contacts IT and

1M in the hoist solenoid circuit.

(4) When the shield door plug is mated to its wall socket (door closed),

part of the hoist solenoid circuit is made.

(5) When the door bolt is out (to lock the door closed) and the key

operated lock in the door control box is fully anti-clockwise,

switch contacts in the hoist solenoid circuit are closed and the

key is free to be removed and transferred to its alternative lock

in the control panel.

(6) When the key operated lock in the control panel is fully anti-clockwise,

switch contacts in the hoist solenoid circuit are closed.

(7) When the key operated lock in the hoist control box is set so that the

plane of the key is horizontal, switch c.ontacts in the hoist solenoid

circuit are closed.

(8) Operation of the cell extract fan maintains closed switch contacts

in the source hoist solenoid circuit.

3.14.3 Operate water pump

(1) Correct water level in the tank maintains closed water level switch

'W.L.' contacts, completing relay W.L./5 circuit which holds closed

contacts 5T and 5M in the pump contactor circuit.

(2) Uncontaminated water in the tank maintains relay W.C./5 energised, via

G.M. radiation monitor, which holds closed contacts 5T and 5M in the

pump contactor circuit. Fail safe protection is provided via a small

radiation source, and a separate trip circuit operates if the dose rate

falls below a pre-set minimum of 10 mR/hr.

4. ALARMS AND WARNINGS

4.1 Area Alarms

Activity and fire alarm control boxes are located inside the entrance

to the operations area. The fire alarm operates automatically in the

event of fire in the cell, laboratory or operations areas, but it can

be . initiated manually by pressing a button on the control box. Initiation

of the fire alarm trips the cell extract fan motor contactor. The activity

alarm can only be initiated manually. Both alarms give visible and audible
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warnings in the Site Emergency Office, and also activate a common flashing

red light above the interlock control circuit box. The fire alarm only

activates an alarm bell above the entrance foyer roof of the Building 23C

laboratory. Two type 161 G.M. tube gamma-activity alarms, mounted on the

wall immediately opposite the service dacts in the laboratory, monitor the

activity in this area and give visible warning by individual red lights

mounted on each monitor and audible warning by individual alarm bells

mounted on the same wall, if activity rises above 2 mR/hr.

4.2 Interlock Circuit Alarms

Four alarms are integrated into one, two or all three interlock circuits.

They are:

(1) Personnel

(2) Radiation

(3) Water level

(4) Water contamination

These alarms give visible and audible indication of fault conditions on

a common red light and bell and also give individual indication of fault on

suitably labelled pilot lights. The alarm bell can-be muted by pressing the

bell cancel button, but the lights remain ignited until the fault is cleared.

4.2.1 Personnel

The personnel alarm is initiated by a mechanical stop inside the cell,

which prevents elevation of the hoist carriage and opens microswitch contacts

which, via a relay, complete the alarm circuits. It can be operated by anyone

inadvertently locked in the cell by pulling a chain attached to the stop pawl

which is held up by a magnet. Instructions for using the alarm are given on

the East wall of the cell.

4.2.2 Radiation

The radiation alarm consists of a plastic phosphor P.M. tube detector

which monitors the radiation level inside the cell. It is placed on the

North wall just above and to the right of the cell doorway. When the

radiation level exceeds 100 mR/hr. at the detector, the alarms are

initiated, (see 6.1(10) ).

4.2.3 Water level

The water level pressure switch (see 3.5.2) initiates the alarms when

the water level in the storage tank drops below about 18 inches from the top.
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4.2.4 Water contamination

The water contamination G.M. tube monitor (see 3.5.3), initiates the

alarms when the activity exceeds 10 mR/hr.

4.3 Warnings

4.3.1 Mains failure

Mains failure initiates the Sonalert warning and gives fault indication

on a suitably labelled pilot light. The Sonalert can be cancelled for

operator comfort. It sounds again to give warning when mains power is

restored. Under 'Mains Failure* conditions, the radiation monitor, the

mains failure warning lamp and the Sonalert remain functional for up to

about six hours before the battery becomes exhausted.

4.3.2 Extract fan

If the cell air extract fan is off or has failed a yellow warning light

on top of the door bolt control box is lit.

4.3.3 Water level switch by-pass

When the water level switch by-pass is closed a red warning light is

lit.

4.4 Indicator Lights

In addition to the above-mentioned indicator warning lights, the

following lights appear on the control panel:

Green light - 'Mains On"

Green light - 'Source Down*

Yellow light - 'Source Not Down*

Red light - 'Source Up'

Yellow light - 'Key 1'

Yellow light - 'Door Open'

Yellow light - 'Bolt Open'

Yellow light - 'Key 2'

Red light - 'Water Level Switch by-passed'

5. OPERATING PROCEDURES

5.1 Operating and Access Keys

No person shall be given access to GATRI to operate the facility for

maintenance or for any other purpose without the authority of the Area

Supervisor.
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The Area Supervisor will hold the access and operating keys to GATRI.

He will record in a log book the date, time and name of anyone to whom the

keys are issued. The date and time of return will also be recorded. The

person receiving the keys will acknowledge receipt with his signature and

the Area Supervisor will acknowledge their return with his signature. In

the absence of the area Supervisor the Deputy Area Supervisor will be the

responsible officer.

5.2 Interlock Access Keys and Plug

GATRI is designed to provide for different radiation source geometries

and various source activities. It will therefore be necessary on occasions

to alter the source holding jigs and to adjust the setting of the source

hoist top microswitch. The safety interlock system ensures that the source

hoist carriage cannot be raised while the shield door is open. An alternate

12-pin Jones plug, identical to the one anchored to the shield door, is

therefore available for use when it is necessary to have the door open and

operate the source hoist to make source changes or adjustments to the hoist,

or to dismantle the hoist to allow the source transport flask to be lowered

into the tank.

The alternative interlock plug and the interlock access keys are

retained by the Head, Safety Section who shall, on request, issue them to

the Area Supervisor, GATRI, or to the Maintenance Engineer when authorised

in writing by the Area Supervisor.

The Area Supervisor will supervise the use of the alternative interlock

plug and/or access keys. The Area Supervisor or Maintenance Engineer will

sign for receipt of the plug and/or keys, stating the date and time of

receipt, and .the Head, Safety Section will sign for the return of the plug

and/or keys stating the date and time. These signatures will be recorded in

a book held by the Head, Safety Section.

During operations when the shield door interlock circuit is made using

the alternative interlock plug, the Area Supervisor will ensure that the

- Area Health Physicist or Health Physics Surveyor is present when the source

hoist carriage is being raised, sources loaded or unloaded into the source

storage tank or into the hoist carriage source holders, and that the

radiation levels in the cell are monitored to ensure that no radiation or

contamination hazard exists.

5.3 Safety Approval for Irradiations

Each proposed irradiation in GATRI shall be discussed with the Area

Supervisor, GATRI, and if required by him, a formal request for Safety
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Approval of the proposed operation will be prepared.

5.4 Precautions Against Over-Exposure

On entering the cell after an irradiation, or after the source has been

raised or exposed, a personal dosimeter, audible radiation warning device

and a radiation monitor shall be carried as a safeguard against over-

exposure to ionising radiations in the event of the source being exposed

or partly exposed when access to the cell is possible.

At ..all other times a personal radiation dosimeter and audible radiation

warning device shall be carried by anyone entering the radiation cell.

The operation of the audible warning device must be checked by means

of a small radiation source immediately before use.

5.5 Accidents

Accident control procedures are laid down in Section III of the Research

Establishment Safety Manual and in the event of an accident or incident these

procedures must be closely observed. A copy of the Safety Manual is kept

in the GATRI filing cabinet.

A first-aid box is kept in GATRI on the western wall of the Operations

Room. This has medical items and materials suitable for the initial

treatment of minor injuries. In the event of serious injury during normal

working hours, the Site Medical Officer should be notified immediately on

Extension 2053 or 2362. At all other times contact a Site Medical Officer

immediately by telephone. In all accidents where personnel are injured an

'Accident Report Form* should be completed in triplicate giving all

details of the accident as required. One copy of this form should be sent

to the Industrial Safety Officer, one to the Staff Section and the other

copy is retained in the pad* The pad containing these forms is kept in the

First-Aid Box.

All accidents or potentially hazardous incidents should be reported *

to the Area Supervisor GATRI as soon as possible.

5.6 Stowage of Handling Tools

All handling tools, particularly those remaining in the storage tank,

must be properly stowed in their correct stowage racks after use. Tools

left in the storage tank must be firmly clamped in the rack provided so

that they cannot foul the hoist platform.



6. ROUTINE OPERATIONS

6.1 Elevate Source Hoist Carriage

.(1) Ensure that no person is in the radiation cell.

(2) Ensure that exhaust fan is operating.

(3) Ensure that the storage tank water level is within 6 in. from the

top.

(4) Close shield door .fully in.

(5) Push door interlock plug into mating socket on wall (indicated

by extinction of pilot light marked 'Door Open1).

(6) Move door-bolt fully out (to lock door).

(7) Insert key-1 in lock on door-bolt control box and rotate fully anti-

clockwise to lock bolt (indicated by extinction of pilot light marked

'Bolt Open'). The key can then be withdrawn from the lock.

(8) Transfer key-1 to its alternative lock on control panel and turn fully

anti-clockwise (through 90 - indicated by extinction of pilot light

'Key-1').

(9) Insert GATRI access key (key-2) in alternative lock on source hoist

control box and turn through 90 , either clockwise or anti-

clockwise (indicated by extinction of pilot light 'Key-2').

(10) Raise hoist carriage by clockwise rotation of handwheel or by switching

on hoist drive motor isolation switch and turning hoist control switch

clockwise. The start of this operation is indicated by the extinction

of the 'Source Down* and ignition of the 'Source Not Down* pilot

lights. When the carriage is fully raised the 'Source Not Down*

pilot light is extinguished and the 'Source Up' pilot light is lit.

N.B. The alarm bell will sound, and the red alarm indicator and the radiatic

monitor indicator lights will light when the radiation level inside the cell

exceeds 100 mR/hr, The bell should be silenced by pressing the 'Bell Cancel1

button.

(11) Rotate key-2 90° in either direction until it can be withdrawn from

the lock (indicated by lighting of 'Key-2'pilot light).

6.2 Lower Source Hoist Carriage and Open Shield Door

(1) Ensure alarms are inactive.

(2) Ensure exhaust fan is operating.
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(3) Insert key-2 in lock on hoist control box and rotate 90? (indicated by

extinction of 'Key-2' pilot light).

(4) Lower source hoist carriage by anti-clockwise 'rotation of handwheel or

by switching on hoist drive motor isolating switch and turning hoist

control switch anti-clockwise. The start of this operation is indicated

by the extinction of the 'Source Up1 and ignition of the 'Source Not Down*

pilot lights. When the carriage reaches its bottom stops the 'Source

Not Down1 pilot light is extinguished and the 'Source Down* pilot

light is lit.

N.B. If the hoist ratchet does not disengage after several rotations of the

drive shaft,check that key-1 and key-2 are in their correct hoist carriage

raise/lower settings.

(5) Rotate key-1 in control panel lock fully clockwise (indicated by

ignition of pilot light marked 'Key-l') and transfer to its alternative

lock on the door bolt control box.

(6) Rotate key-1 in door bolt lock fully clockwise (indicated by ignition

of piIon light marked 'Bolt Open1).
>

(7) Hold door bolt solenoid button switch pressed (to raise pawl and

release bolt) and withdraw bolt.

(8) Open shield door.

N.B. Before entering the cell ensure that the appropriate radiation detecting

and warning devices are worn to verify that excessive radiation levels do

not exist (see 5.4).

7. LOAD RADIATION SOURCE INTO THE CELL

Access for loading and unloading radiation sources into the cell is

through the cell roof. The concrete roof plug is removed using a mobile

crane of at least 20 ton capacity. The source transport flask is then

lowered directly into the storage tank. If the diameter of the transport

flask is greater than 34 inches the source hoist assembly must first be

dismantled to allow access.

7.1 Dismantle Source Hoist Assembly

For this operation the alternative interlock plug is required, since

the source hoist carriage has to be raised with the shield door open, and
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therefore the Area Health Physicist or Health Physics Surveyor must be

present.

(1) Ensure hoist carriage is resting on its two (2) bottom stops at the

bottom of the storage tank and that all radiation sources have been

removed from their source holders and safely stored, together with

any other sources in the tank, in a holder on the tank floor.

(2) Disconnect North-South (N-S) drive shaft at dog clutch.

(3) Rotate input drive shaft clockwise (as in raising hoist carriage

6.1.10) until stop-nut abuts top stop in hoist control box.

(4) Re-connect drive shaft at dog clutch.

(5) Remove brackets holding guide tubes fixed to cell floor.

(6) Rotate hoist input drive shaft anti-clockwise (as in lowering

carriage 6.2.4) and thereby suspend guide tube assembly (including

hoist carriage) by the chains from the sprockets, thus facilitating

removal of holding bolts from which guide tubes suspend in mounting

brackets on support beam at ceiling.

(7) Remove guide tube holding bolts and steady tube by hand.

(8) Rotate input drive shaft anti-clockwise, ensuring chains are aligned

with their respective sprockets, raising guide tube assembly until

the screwed joints and toggle holes become easily accessible by hand.

As the assembly is lifted each pair of guide tubes is removed by

unscrewing at the joints by means of toggle-bars through the toggle-

holes.

N.B. The bottom pair of guide tubes need not be removed from the lower

guide tube assembly.

(9) Raise the lower guide tube assembly, while steadying by hand, until

it clears lip of tank, then lower on to cell floor by clockwise

rotation of drive shaft.

(10) Disconnect N-S drive shaft at dog clutch.

(11) Unbolt guide tube support beam (four (4) bolts at each end) from

ceiling and lower to cell floor.

7.2 Install Source Hoist Assembly

Installation of the source hoist assembly is in the reverse order

of dismantling.
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(1) Replace guide tube support beam and bolt to ceiling.

(2) Reconnect N-S drive shaft at dog clutch.

(3) Raise the lower guide tube assembly by anti-clockwise rotation of

input drive shaft, while steadying assembly by hand, until it clears

lip of the tank.

(4) Check that hoist carriage is horizontally true, and if necessary

adjust chain links on one sprocket to achieve this.

(5) Lower guide tube assembly by clockwise rotation of input drive-shaft,

adding each pair of guide tube sections as the screwed ends and toggle

holes become easily accessible by hand (N.B. ensure guide tube match

marks are mated and apply a thin smear of Molylube to the screw threads)

until top guide tubes clear their holding brackets on support beam.

(6) Raise assembly, by anti-clockwise rotation of input drive, while

guiding top ends of guide tubes into their respective holding brackets.

(7) Replace guide tube holding bolts in brackets and secure with nuts.

(8) Lower hoist carriage onto its bottom stops.

(9) Disconnect N-S drive shaft at dog clutch.

(10) Rotate drive shaft fully anti-clockwise until the stop-nut reaches

its bottom stop.

(11) Reconnect N-S drive shaft at dog clutch.

8. MAINTENANCE

(1) All malfunctions of services, plant, controls or equipment which are

a part of the GATRI Facility should immediately be reported to the

Area Supervisor GATRI or his deputy.

(2) Maintenance of all services and plant in GATRI is the responsibility

of the Site Operation Section.

(3) Maintenance of all control instrumentation in GATRI is the

responsibility of the Control and Systems Study Section.

(4) It is the responsibility of the Area Supervisor GATRI to report

all malfunctions of services, plant, controls or equipment to the

appropriate Maintenance Officer.

(5) The functional operation of all controls, safety interlocks and alarms

must be checked at monthly intervals by the Area Supervisor GATRI.
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9« DISPOSAL OF CHEMICAL AND INDUSTRIAL WASTE

The disposal of chemical and industrial waste arising from the use of

GATRI by I.C.I.A.N.Z. shall be the responsibility of I.C.I.A.N.Z. The

disposal of chemical and industrial waste arising from the use of GATRI

by the A.A.E.C. shall be the responsibility of the Site Operations Section.

Active waste must be disposed of according to procedures laid down

in Section XI of the A.A.E.C. Research Establishment Safety Manual, a copy

of which is held in the GATRI Control Room filing cabinet.

Large quantities of mains water, used for processing, cooling or other

purposes, in excess of 500 gallons per day, may not be discharged into

the Site active drainage system. Disposal of quantities of water in excess

of this should be discussed with the Waste Operations Officer, and his

approval obtained.

10. UNATTENDED OPERATIONS IN GATRI

Whenever operations are carried out in GATRI unattended, during normal

working hours, the responsible officer must notify the Area Supervisor

GATRI, and the A.A.E.C. Officer nominated to deputise for the responsible

officer. Whenever operations are carried out unattended outside normal

working hours the responsible officer must notify the Site Emergency Office,

giving all information and details specified in Section XIVA of the Safety

Manual.
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